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n Gold prices edged up for a second session today in Asian session as the U.S.
dollar weakened, but rising equities capped gains amid speculation over when
the U.S. Federal Reserve will raise interest rates.

n Spot gold was up 0.2 percent at $1,258.68 an ounce. U.S. gold futures had
risen 0.3 percent to $1,259.80 an ounce. Fed Vice Chairman Stanley Fischer
said on Monday that economic stability could be threatened by low interest
rates, but it was "not that simple" for the Fed to hike.

.

n Gold is riding on the dollar weakness. The U.S will eventually raise interest
rates, but investors still feel that central banks across the world will continue
to be accommodative.

..

n Holdings of SPDR Gold Trust, the world's largest gold-backed exchange-traded
fund, rose for a third straight session yesterday. They were up 0.18 percent
at 967.21 tonnes. Markets do not think that the U.S. will continuously raise
rates. Maybe that's why they ETF still want to buy gold.

n Gold is highly-sensitive to rising rates, which lift the opportunity cost of holding
non-yielding assets such as bullion, while boosting the dollar, in which it is
priced. The dollar index, which measures the greenback against a basket of
currencies, was down 0.2 percent at 97.691 after touching seven-month highs
Monday.

n A stronger greenback makes dollar-denominated gold more expensive for
holders of other currencies.  Asian stocks crept up today thanks to a rebound
in oil prices. Spot gold may test resistance at $1,266 per ounce, as suggested
by its wave pattern and Fibonacci projection.

n Gold is likely to recover to above $1,300 an ounce next year as a pickup in
physical demand counters more potential U.S. rate increases, a Reuters poll
at an industry event showed.

Gold prices are consolidating in a relatively tight range

with resistance seen near the 10-day moving average

at 1,257.  Many Fed officials are pushing for a rate

hike in December, and the futures markets is forecasting

a 65% chance of a hike.  This has been offset by

weaker than expected data including Monday�s

Industrials production report along with the NY Empire

Manufacturing survey. Support on the yellow metal is

seen near the October lows at 1,241.  The RSI is

beginning to edge slightly higher after tumbling into

oversold territory. The current reading of 29, is slightly

below the oversold trigger level, and rebounding from

a low of 24.  Reading on the RSI below 30 are

considered oversold and could foreshadow a correction.

The MACD (moving average convergence divergence)

index is neutral as it is printing in the red with a flattening

trajectory that reflects consolidating.
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n Gold futures settled with a modest gain as traders

looked to coming U.S data

n Gold also gained on comments from various

Fed speakers

n Prices salvaged thin weekly gains last week, but

short-term selling pressure persists

n An exciting week ahead, with two central bank

meetings, European Central Bank and Bank of

Canada

n Economic data in the U.S offered a mixed picture

yesterday with the Empire State Index fell to

negative 6.8 in October
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n Oil prices rose today, helped by a weaker U.S. dollar and as several analysts
said that global markets might not be as oversupplied as flagged by others
ahead of a November meeting of OPEC producers that could decide to cut
crude production.

n The proposal by the OPEC made at the end of last month to cut or cap
production has helped to lift crude prices above $50, but not much more
because of market participants' doubts over the cartel's ability to strike and
implement a concrete deal.

n But several analysts have now said that a two-year global supply glut could
be receding when oil inventories are taken into account. They say that stocks
are not as high as usual ahead of the winter season.

n U.S. West Texas Intermediate (WTI) crude CLc1 was up 49 cents, close to 1
percent, at $50.43. Traders said a drop in the dollar away from seven-month
highs the previous day .DXY supported crude. A lower dollar makes fuel
purchases cheaper for countries using other currencies domestically.

n Analysts at Bernstein Energy said that beyond estimating production and
consumption, one way to gauge the supply and demand balance is to analyze
fuel inventory changes.

n Global oil inventories (industry and government) increased by 17 million barrels
to 5.618 billion barrels in 3Q16. This is the smallest build since 4Q14, confirming
that inventory builds are slowing as the market comes back into balance.

n OPEC meets on Nov. 30 to discuss a planned production cut of about 1 million
barrels per day (bpd) from its record 33.6 million bpd September output. Money
managers raising their bullish bets on U.S. crude prices to the highest level
since the slump started in 2014.

WTI Crude Oil markets fell yesterday, breaking down

below the $50 level, and of course testing the $49

level underneath. If we get some type of supportive

candle, I would be willing to buy and aim for the $51

level. Ultimately, I think there is so much in the way of

support at $49 that it extends all the way down to the

$48 level. Below there, the market then can break

down significantly to the $45 level, but at this point in

time I think that the longer-term trend should continue

and therefore it means that the market will more than

likely continue to be very volatile, and given enough

time I do think that the sellers take control but we are

obviously nowhere near that moment in time as the

volatility seems to be very well in in this market, so

short-term trades are about all you can do at this point

and it does seem as if the buyers are releasing control

for the moment.

n Crude oil prices clawed back minor gains  following

an yesterday�s decline

n Trading is expected to be muted now that the

market has priced in a potential production cut

n Oil futures fell yesterday amid growing signs it

will be difficult for the OPEC members to cap

future production by 1%-2%

n Oil prices have risen since the preliminary deal

was announced

n Market watchers say the news has been largely

priced in and the market now has little fuel to

sustain momentum
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n Silver prices traded slightly higher in subdued trading in yesterday�s session,
as investors turned their attention to a deluge of US and global data later in
the week.

n December silver futures edged up 4 cents, or 0.2%, to $17.49 a troy ounce.
The grey metal traded within a narrow range of $17.36 and $17.52 through the
overnight session. As of Monday, silver was still considered oversold on the
Relative Strength Index.

n After declining sharply at the beginning of the month, silver futures were little
changed last week. The grey metal tread water as demand for the US dollar
continued to accelerate. The US dollar index edged down 0.1% yesterday, but
was well supported near seven-month highs.

n In economic data, annual Eurozone consumer inflation was confirmed at 0.4%
in September, unchanged from the previous month. So-called core inflation
came in at 0.8% annually.

n Today, New Zealand, the United Kingdom and United States will each report
on consumer inflation � reports that could trigger volatility in the currency
markets.

n In tomorrow�s trading session, China will release third quarter GDP figures,
which will be closely followed by the financial markets. Beijing will also release
the latest batches of retail sales, industrial production and fixed-asset investment
data.

n There was no significant impact from US economic data releases with a slightly
weaker than expected reading for industrial production and capacity use. The
latest New York Empire index reading was also weaker than expected at -6.8
for October from -2.0 previously, although the underlying components were
firm and there was increased confidence in the six-month outlook.

Silver markets did almost selling during the session

on Monday as we continue to meander back and forth.

It appears of the market is currently attracted to the

$17.50 level, so therefore I don�t think that we do much

of the next couple of sessions. However, I have more

of an upward bias than anything else, and therefore

a supportive candle or better yet, and impulsive positive

one, has me jumping into this market and aiming for

higher levels such as the $18.50 level. I have no

interest in selling and I believe that the $17 level is

essentially the �floor� at this point. Precious metals

remain weak while the US dollar holds strong. Silver

prices have meandered in recent trade, an expectation

we had given how sharp the drop was from over 20.

The period of digestion below resistance sets the metal

up for another move lower, but the timing could be

tricky.

n The reduction in non-commercial long silver

positions helped cushion the dollar from the risk

of further underlying selling

n Silver prices consolidated around $17.45 per

ounce

n Silver was able to gain some support from gold�s

ability to hold above the $1,255

n US Treasury bonds rallied during the New York

session, which provided some support to silver

prices

n The latest US CPI data will be watched closely

on Tuesday for further evidence
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